Wingo keeps growing! We announced our new itinerary
so we can all fly more!
After five months of successful operations –that included the launching of 2 new
routes– we now increased our frequencies and improved our schedules to better
serve our travelers’ favorite destinations.
Bogota, May 3, 2017
Yes, people! We have made available our itineraries up to October! We know that you were
eagerly waiting for this moment and, today, we are happy to announce new itineraries with
enhanced frequencies and schedules, so that our travelers can fly well and more
comfortably and make the best out of their stay. By expanding our offering, we want our
passengers to enjoy their weekends and holidays more, and our business travelers to optimize
their working time.

We have renewed our itineraries
Our new itineraries going from July 1 to October 28, 2017 are already available on our sales
channels so you can plan your business trips or your vacations in your favorite destinations.
At Wingo, we’re always chewing over the preferences of our travelers, that’s why we have
designed a new itinerary to best suit their tastes and travel needs.
The changes coming during this third quarter of the year are:
•
•

Frequency increase to 7 flights per week in the following routes: Bogota- San AndresBogota, San Andres- Cartagena- San Andres y Bogota-Panama-Bogota.
On the other hand, thanks to the great acceptance of the Bogota-CartagenaBogota, we’ve decided to DOUBLE our operation with more comfortable schedules,
so our travelers can make the most out their trip by departing early in the morning and
returning late at night, getting to know the Wingo side of Cartagena without haste.
We will now be flying twice a day between Bogota and Cartagena!
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•

•

With these new itineraries we want Colombians from other cities to travel more to their
favorite destinations, thus meeting the high demand of tourists departing from Cali
and Medellin. Therefore, we have included one additional frequency in the following
routes: Cali-Panama-Cali (from 2 to 3 flights per week) and Medellin-Panama-Medellin
(from 4 to 5 flights per week).
As if this wasn’t enough, we have also enhanced the schedules of two of our business
(and leisure) routes: Bogota-Caracas-Bogota will now depart from Bogota at 8:08 am
and return from Caracas at 12:15 pm; and Bogota-Quito-Bogota will now depart from
Bogota at 9:00 am and return from Quito at 11:30 am. Better schedules and less early
rising for our travelers.

We are committed to our travelers. In March, we achieved an on-time performance index of
95% and a completion factor of 100% in our flights. These are great indicators that back our
service flag.
Now, Colombians have more options to get to know the Wingo side of the region’s best
destinations. We want everyone to keep taking off with us!
See you on www.wingo.com

Hi! I’m Wingo. Follow me on social media and stay tuned with all the promotions, destinations and
news I have for you, so you can fly well at low prices.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/vuelawingo
Instagram: www.instagram.com/vuelawingo
Twitter: @wingo

About Wingo
Wingo is the new low-cost way of flying that operates to 16 destinations in 10 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean.
With Wingo you have the option to fly well at low prices. With a wide network of domestic and international routes, we take
our travelers to discover the best destinations on this side of the world. Our passengers can customize their travel experience
to suit their tastes, needs and budget because they know how to choose. In addition, our passengers can bring one piece
of carry-on luggage of up to 10kg and one personal item of up to 6kg for free. Led by Catalina Breton, Wingo aims to become
the best option for travelers who value a cool, friendly and low-cost experience that makes them feel good.
For further information, please visit www.wingo.com
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